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Abstrat

How do loal protetionism poliies suh as foreign movie quota a�et the domesti

onsumers and produers in the Chinese movie market? We answer this question by

estimating a nested logit demand system utilizing a unique theater-movie-week level

movie performane data set. We �nd that when the import quota is loosened, there

are a modest positive impat on the total revenue and admissions of the industry and a

substitution between existing movies and new movies. However, sine vertial integra-

tion is ommon between theaters and produers and the inrease in revenue of domesti

theaters and distributors outweigh the loss of domesti produers, integrated domes-

ti produers may also bene�t from less protetionism. Last, we �nd that inner-land

China whih are eonomially poorer and more minority dominant would substitute to-

wards foreign movies more than other regions, indiating potential region-based poliy

onerns.

�We must not let our souls be asphyxiated, our eyes blinded, our businesses

enslaved. We want to breathe freely � breathe the air that is ours, the air that

has nourished the ulture of the world, and that, tomorrow, is in danger of being

lost to humanity. . . . Let us mobilise for this battle of survival.�

�Jaques Toubon, the Frenh Minister of Culture, 1993
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1 Introdution

There is heated debate on whether to protet ultural goods in international trade. Some

worry that when trade liberalization allows foreign ultural goods suh as movies and pop

∗
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songs to invade, the domesti ountry may lose their own ulture and tradition. Some

eonomi literature diretly ties it to welfare loss. For example, Franois and Ypersele (2002)

show that when onsumers are heterogeneous in their preferenes towards domesti goods,

and homogeneous towards global goods, it is possible that restritions on trading the global

goods an raise welfare on both the soure and reipient ountries when domesti produers

ease to produe.

This paper studies the impat of U.S. movies on the Chinese movie industry. Hollywood

movies as a ultural good often have a very large impat in foreign ountry's loal motion

piture industry. In China, between 2007-2013, foreign movies made up between 40-50% of

the total market (Hou and Wu 2014). As China expands quikly in its own movie industry,

beoming the seond largest market in box o�e revenue (7.2 billion USD in box o�e in

China VS 11.1 billion USD in box o�e in the U.S. in 2017), the ase study how U.S. movies

a�et China loal move players is an important example of how loal protetionism may

a�et loal produers.

2

Chinese produed movies are proteted from foreign ompetition through strit import

ontrols. Most imported movies fall under a quota system. Historially, prior to 1999, only

10 movies a year were imported. The quota was inreased to 20 in 1999 after China entered

WTO. Sine 2012, the quota further expanded to 34. It is likely that the poliy makers

will ontinue expand this quota in the future. We would like to alulate the e�et of the

2012 expansion on the Chinese movie industry and explore how muh onsumers and various

produers in the China movie market gain and lose from the relaxation in quota.

At a �rst glane, it seems onsumers are likely to gain more surplus and domesti play-

ers will likely su�er. However, a unique feature of the China movie industry may atually

gain revenue for the domesti suppliers. Unlike the U.S., China does not heavily regulate

the domesti industrial struture. In partiular, vertial integration among produers, dis-

tributors, and theaters is freely allowed. In ontrast, the U.S. has banned integration of

theaters and produes sine the Paramount Deree of 1948. We argue that the ombina-

tion of vertial integration and less protetionism atually bene�ts domesti players. When

more foreign movies enter the Chinese market, theaters may gain more revenue as they have

better and more movies to play. Distributors will also enjoy their distributor share from

the foreign movies. In addition, sine many theaters and distributors are integrated with

upstream produers, the domesti players in total inluding the produers, who will su�er

from substitution to imported movies, may bene�t after all. To illustrate this onsider de-

mand for domesti movies as a funtion of the set of available domesti and foreign movies:

Dmd = f(md, mf). When foreign movies enter the market, demand for domesti movies
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will shrink due to substitution,

∂D
md

∂mf < 0, and total demand for foreign movies will inrease

∂D
mf

∂mf < 0. If one domesti supplier provides all servies - prodution, distribution, and

exhibition - then that �rm's total revenue is given by:

R = pdDmd + pfDmf .

Note that both

∂R
∂mf > 0 and ∂R

∂mf < 0 are possible. The goal of this projet an be interpreted

as measuring the sign and magnitude of this derivative.

To address this question, one may be tempted to ompare the industry performane

between 2011 and 2012, diretly after the poliy hange. However, sine the number and

quality of domesti movies are growing over time, a simple omparison of industry revenue

will likely underestimate the impat. To overome suh omplexities, we use an unique data

set for the Chinese movie market that ontains box o�e and sreen alloation information

for eah movie in eah theater every week between 2011-2015. We use this rih panel to build

a nested logit produt spae demand model that aptures the hanging movie quality over

years in the Chinese market, similar in approah as Einav (2007). In this way, we ontrol for

the improving quality of domesti movies and avoid the problem of the diret omparisons.

We next alulate what would happen if the quota had not been inreased in 2012. In our

basi ounterfatual simulation, we rank the imported movies in eah year by world box

o�e (minus China) and keep only to top 20. We assume inemas replae showings of the

dropped movies with a generi low quality movie (we make various alternative assumptions

for this replaement deision).

In our baseline ounterfatual in whih the quota is not raised after 2012, we �nd that

total admissions derease by between 3% and 6% eah year. At the same time, we observe

that admissions to domesti movies inrease by between 2% and 4%, and admissions to

imported movies derease by about 1%. This suggests that the lifting of the quota from

20 to 34 resulted in substitution towards foreign movies relative to the ounterfatual with

the quota maintained at 20. However, after aounting for all the players, we �nd that

in ombination, the domesti produers, distributors and theaters have revenue between

4% and 5% lower under the 20-movie quota. This is beause the inrease in theater and

distributor revenue from lifting the quota to 34 more than outweighs the derease in produer

revenue from substitution. Beause of the vertial integration of produers and theaters, this

suggests that some produers may atually bene�t from the lifting of the quota. Other than

the national impat, we also look at how the hange of quota would impat on regions

di�erently. A provine level omparison shows inner-land China whih are eonomially

poorer and more raially diverse would substitute more towards foreign movies than other
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regions if more foreign movies are allowed to enter.

There is a large literature on protetionism of ultural goods in international trade.

Franois and Ypersele (2002) and Janeba (2007) are two theoretial work that show trade

liberalization for ultural goods may lower equilibrium welfare. Olivier et al. (2008) showed

in theory that trade an ause ulture to diverge in a ountry, even resulting in disappearane

of ertain ones. Empirially, Chung and Song (2008) found substantial ultural preferenes

for domesti movies ompared to the imported movies in the Korean market. Marvasti et

al. (2005) examined the suess of US movies in other ountries in spite of existent barriers

of trade. These works suggest the importane of protetionism. However, Ferreira (2013)

found that globalization has not slowed down the performane of domesti musi in many

ountries. Eswaran et al. (2007) proposed that the threat of entry of global ultural goods

may improve the quality of the domesti ones. Our ontribution is two-fold. We ontribute

to this literature by showing an example how vertial integration an help domesti players

bene�t from entry of global ultural goods using detailed miro-level data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we will introdue the detailed

setting of the Chinese movie industry and desribe our data. In setion 3, we will propose our

empirial strategies and models for demand, supply, and ounterfatuals. In setion 4, we

will present our estimation and ounterfatual results. Lastly, in setion 5 we will onlude

and propose some extensions.

2 Industry Setting and Data

2.1 Industry Setting

We �rst explain the industry setting in more details. There are three types of players in

this market. The �rst type is produers whsih are the movie makers. The seond type is

distributors whih help produers advertise and bargain against theater hains and theaters

on whether to show their movies. A distributor has inentives to negotiate with both theater

hains and individual theaters to to promote their movies. There is a general revenue sharing

rule for all domesti movies. The government will take 5% movie spei� funds and 3.3%

as taxes. After those fees, the regulation poliy starting from 2009 is that the share of box

o�e revenue between produers and distributors, and theater hains and inemas should

be no lower than 43% to 57%, orresponding to 40% and 52% before tax. In pratie, the

industry knowledge is that the 43%-57% rule is very ommon, but small variations exist (Hou

and Wu 2014). In some ases, to enourage theaters to show their own movies, distributors

may o�er some small inentives to individual inemas to play their movies through ash or
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additional revenue share bak. The detailed of suh arrangements are unknown to us as

eonometriians. We also do not know the exat revenue sharing rule between produers

and distributors for eah movie. The third type is theaters whih exhibit movies. They

have to be a part of theater hains due to government regulations. Some theater hains

deide supply strategies for all of their a�liated theaters and some only provide guidelines.

Exhibition strategies inluding showing (number of sreens to assign) and windowing (how

long to play) are mostly ontrolled by the theater hains and theaters. Priing for eah movie

is almost idential within a theater onditional on the same format.

Now we turn to the foreign movies in this industry. The entrane of foreign movies to

the Chinese market is highly regulated. Two state-owned ompanies, China Filmgroup and

HuaXia are the only designated distributors allowed to import foreign movies. Mainly, the

two ompanies an diretly import movies through a revenue-sharing model under a quota.

Bigger name movies often enter through this hannel and are usually released at the same

time as the global market. Alternatively, a domesti �rm an buy out the ownership rights of

a foreign movie in the Chinese market from the foreign produer. Usually, movies from this

hannel are smaller and we ignore this hannel in this paper. Similar to domesti movies,

we know in general the revenue sharing rule between di�erent players. Table 1 shows the

industry praties of revenue sharing rule before and after 2012 from an industry report.

The US-China Movie Pat in 2012 inreased the number of imported movies in China from

20 to 34 and spei�ed an inreasing revenue share for foreign produers in the Pat. The

poliy spei�ed the additional movies have to have 3D or IMAX format available. In the

paper, however, we do not di�erentiate a regular movie from a 3D or IMAX one.

As mentioned in the introdution, vertial integration between produers, distributors,

and theaters hains/theaters is allowed and ommon. China Film Group, for example, is a

produer, a distributor, and a theater hain. It has 321 theaters, produed 31 movies and

distributed 59 movies in 2015. We manually searh for vertial relationship on the internet

between eah produer and theater pair, and distributor and theater pair, de�ned as sharing

ommon investors. We �nd that at least 70% of theaters are integrated with some upstream

produers and 60% of theaters are integrated with some distributors.

2.2 Data

The main data set of this paper is purhased from EntGroup China, whih ollets box

o�e information from the tax-olleting ageny, and is thus an administrative data set

that overs all �rst-run movie theaters in China. From the database, we ollet attendane,
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Table 1: Revenue Sharing Rule for Imported RS Movies

Year Prior to 2012 Sine 2012

Foreign Produers 13.5-17.5% 25%

Distributors 21.9-25.9% 14.4%

Theater Chains+Theaters 52.3% 52.3%

# Imported RS Movies Allowed 20 34

The above table shows the revenue-sharing rule in industry pratie and the quota for number of imported

RS movies before and after 2012. The government gets the rest of share via tax and fees. This table is ited

from Hou and Wu (2014), an industry report on the Chinese movie industry. The rule sine 2012 is from

the US-China Movie Pat in 2012.

box o�e, average prie, and number of showings (show times) for every nationally yearly

top-100 movies in gross box o�e for eah theater between 2011 and 2014 throughout their

life-time, de�ned in our paper as when a movie is showed in less than 10 theaters. From the

same database, we also gather theater information inluding opening dates, seating apaity,

numbers of sreens available, and the theater hains they belong to. Demographis informa-

tion for eah ity inluding total population are olleted from the 2010 version of Chinese

ensus. Movie information suh as produers, distributors, diretors, and ast information

are downloaded from www.booo.n. U.S. and global movie box o�e are downloaded from

www.boxo�emojo.om. We believe our sample represents the Chinese movie industry well.

Figure 1 plots the total weekly box o�e for the whole market over the years against with

the total weekly box o�e for our data sample. Figure 2 plots the total number of weekly

showings in the whole market against with our data sample. These information for the whole

market are olleted as additional variables from Entgroup. We see that our data sample

overs the majority of the revenue share of the total market. More deviations are expeted

among total showings beause in weeks when there were no or very few nationally top 100

movies, theaters still had inentives to provide many show times in a week, yet our data

sample would not inlude those information. Therefore, our data sample shall represent well

for the industry in terms of total revenue, but not neessarily show times.

Table 2 desribes the numbers of movies and markets in our data. From 2011 to 2014,

among the about 100 movies every year we ollet, 15-29 were imported movies. We do not
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Figure 1: Sample Vs Total Market ($ Box O�e)

The above �gure shows the total revenue in box o�e for our data sample along with the total market over

eah week between 2011 and 2014. Between January and Otober 2014, there was a bug in EntGroup's

database, and the data for the whole market annot be downloaded. We thus leave the period as blanks in

the �gure, though we do have individual theater data for our sample.

Figure 2: Sample Vs Total Market (Showings)

The above �gure shows the total number of showings for our data sample along with the total market over

eah week between 2011 and 2014. Between January and Otober 2014, there was a bug in EntGroup's

database, and the data for the whole market annot be downloaded. We thus leave the period as blanks in

the �gure, though we do have individual theater data for our sample.
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Table 2: Movies and Markets in the Data

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014

Number of Movies 99 106 104 111

Number of Imported Movies 15 25 29 26

Average Window (weeks) 5.9 5.1 4.5 4.4

Number of Theaters 1916 2577 3424 4338

Number of Theater Chains 45 45 45 46

Number of Cities 267 274 286 287

The above table desribes number of movies and markets in our data. Average number of window is the

number of weeks a movie is played at any theater in our data set sine the opening week, taking average over

all movies in our data set. The window period is apped at 10 weeks. More than 100 movies are displayed

in eah year as some movies are top-100 from the previous year.

Table 3: Summary Statistis At Movie-Theater-Week Level

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014

Average Box O�e (USD) 2952 2853 3269 3480

Average Admissions 533 512 580 605

Average Number of Showings 20 21 25 25

Average Tiket Prie (USD) 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.1

Number of Observations 392,859 594,411 853,519 1,117,295

The above table shows the summary statistis at a movie-theater-week level. The average tiket prie in a

year is the average prie for a movie in a theater in a week aross all observations in that year.

apture all imported movies in the market beause we only ollet the top performing movies

in a year. In terms of number of markets overed, our data is a rih and expanding ross

setions overing a rapidly inreasing number of theaters. During the 4 years, 1916 to 4338

theaters from 267 to 287 ities are inluded in our data. This rapid expansion is key to our

identi�ation in our empirial methodology. Table 3 provides some summary statistis at

an observation unit in our main analysis � at a movie-theater-week level. For example, the

average number of showings is 20 in 2011 at this level, whih means that a movie is showed

on average 20 times at a theater in a week in 2011. We observe an inreasing number of

admissions and number of showings for a movie in a theater in a week between 2011 to 2014,

suggesting an expanding movie market, even within a theater in China. The pries for the

4 years have not hanged muh, suggesting that the expansion mainly ame from volumes.

We also explore the regional variations in our data. Figure 3 plots the map of theater

density (#theaters/#population) in eah prefeture-level ity. Most theaters are heavily

onentrated in the east area, whih is also more populous and riher. Figure 4 plots the

map of the ratio of total imported movie box o�e divided by total domesti movie box

o�e between 2011-2014. Two kinds of regions more heavily prefer foreign movies � the
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Figure 3: Map of Theater Density by 2014

The above plots the total number of theater divided by 2014 per person in eah prefeture-level ity We do

not have population information in every prefeture-level ity and thus some regions have no data and are

white on the map. Eah green triangle represents an atual theater.

more global valued oastal regions like Beijing and Shanghai and the minority dominant

regions in the west of China suh as Tibet, Yunnan, Xinjiang, Qinghai, and Inner Mongol.

One possible explanation is that the domesti movies are tailored more towards the urban

Han people, the majority rae in China that oupies mostly in the inner land. However,

Hollywood movies are more global valued and thus are more appealing towards more global

valued regions and minorities.

3 Empirial Strategy

3.1 Demand Estimation

We assume that a onsumer may hoose to wath one movie in any theater in his ity every

week, or not wathing any. We speify a nested logit demand model. A market is de�ned

at a ity-week level. A produt is a theater-movie ombination, ie. a movie wathed at a

partiular theater. The nest inludes wathing any movie in any theater in this ity. We

de�ne the market size as the population of the ity in 2010. Our baseline model for a

onsumer i's utility from onsuming movie j at theater k at time t in ity c is spei�ed as

below.

uct
ikjt = θk + γj + λ(t− rj) + ξkjt + (1− σ)ǫikjt, (1)
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Figure 4: Map of Ratio of Imported Against Domesti Movies

The above map plots for eah provine, the ratio of total imported movie box o�e of all years divided by

total domesti movie box o�e of all years between 2011-2014.

and the utility of onsuming no movies (outside option) as

uct
i00t = −T (t)−H(t) + ξ′kjt + (1− σ)ǫi00t. (2)

In the spei�ation, θ and γ apture theater and movie �xed e�ets. (t − rj) denotes the

number of weeks sine releasing day. Thus, λ aptures the movie quality deay rate. T (t) and

H(t) aptures seasonality. T denotes week-of-the-year �xed e�ets and H denotes holiday

�xed e�ets. They are not ompletely ollinear sine many holidays in China inluding the

Chinese new year are elebrated using a lunar alendar. As usual, we assume that both ǫikjt

and ξkjt+ (1− σ)ǫikjt are distributed i.i.d extreme value. The deay pattern and seasonality

are important in apturing a movie's attrativeness on the onsumers. Figure 5 plots the

average gross revenue per movie for eah weeks-sine-released. It an readily been seen

that movies attrativeness almost fell exponentially over time. Figure 6 plots the total box

o�e for all movies ollapsed at eah week of a year between 2011-2014. The seasonality

variation was very salient and there are peaks around week 6, week 26, and week 51, roughly

orresponding to the Chinese New Year, international labor day, and new year's day.

In the demand system, we do not inlude supply strategies suh as pries. However, we

do not believe it is a big onern. In the industry praties, movies at the same time of a day

are pried almost identially ontrolling for the format (regular vs 3D, for example). Another

supply variable we omit is self-promotion and advertising. It is possible that a theater would
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Figure 5: Movie Deay Pattern

The above �gure plots for every week-sine-released, the total box o�e aross all theaters per movie.

Figure 6: Total Box O�e Seasonality

The above �gure plots the total box o�e in our data sample aross 2011-2014 for eah week of the year.
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try to promote ertain movies, espeially when a movie is integrated to the theater. We have

a spei�ation not showed in the paper that inludes a dummy variable whether movie j is

integrated with theater k to apture suh promotional e�ets. The results do not hange

muh and are available upon request. Another important thing to notie is that we do not

inlude year �xed e�ets in the outside option. So the interpretation of movie �xed e�ets

γj is worth attentions. We interpret them as a movie's �quality� to an average onsumer,

inorporating the hanges of appealingness of outside options over time.

Using the usual Berry transformation (1994), we an derive the following formula at

market share level.

log(sctkjt)− log(sct
00t) = θk + γj + λ(t− rj) + T (t) +H(t) + σlog(

sckjt
1− sc00t

) + ξkjt, (3)

where skjt is the share of onsumption of movie j at theater k at week t, alulated as the

attendane of movie j at theater k at time t divided by the population of the ity; log(
skjt

1−s00t
)

aptures the within group share and thus σ aptures the orrelation within the nest and the

market expansion e�et.

Next, we disuss our identi�ation for our baseline spei�ation. The movie �xed e�ets

γj are vital for our analysis as the levels of them determine the ompetitiveness of those

movies in the whole movie market. The fundamental assumption is that a movie's deay

rate is onstant aross all movies at all time, and seasonality does not hange over years.

The deay rates and seasonality an then be aptured by the week-of-the year dummies and

holiday dummies. Then a movie's �xed e�et an be identi�ed beause a movie is showed

in multiple weeks, and aross many ross-setions (theaters). Along those dimensions, the

di�erent ombinations of ompetitor movies showed in di�erent theaters help identify a

movie's average quality separate from other movies. The within group share log(
skjt

1−s00t
) is

endogenous by onstrution. Thus, we need an instrument to apture the market expansion

e�et σ. One hoie is log of the total number of theaters in the ity at time t. Sine between

2011 to 2014, the number of theaters more than doubled, we have a lot of variations in the

total number of theaters available in the ity. Regarding the inlusion restrition, the number

of theaters should be positively orrelated with the total share of wathing any movies in

a ity, the denominator of the within group share. Figure 7 plots over time, the average

attendane aross all theaters per ity and average number of theaters per ity. The high

positive orrelation provides evidene that the inlusion restrition is likely satis�ed. On the

other hand, the timing of theater onstrution helps the exlusion restrition. Sine there

is a long lag between when a theater is planned to build and when it is open, we assume

12



Figure 7: Market Expansion By Number of Theaters

The above �gure plots two lines. The blue line shows the average total admissions per ity aross all theaters

and all movies over time. The red line plots the average number of theaters per ity over time.

that a onsumer's preferene has not hanged in the week before and after a theater is open.

Therefore, we an think of number of theaters in a ity as an exogenous shok at a weekly

level.

3.2 Counterfatual Exerise

The ounterfatual exerise asks what would happen had the quota for the imported movies

been kept to 20 instead of 34 between 2012-2014. We de�ne our ounterfatual exerises

using the following steps. First, in eah year, rank the 34 imported movies by their global

box o�e exluding Chinese box o�e

3

. Keep only the movies in our data sample that

ranked between 1-20 (relative to the total 34 movies) in the global box o�e list. Sine not

all suh top 20 movies made to our top-100 data sample, we may end up having fewer than

20 movies in our ounterfatual data set. In Figure 8, we plot the log of Chinese box o�e for

eah imported movie in our sample against the log of global box o�e (exluding the Chinese

box o�e) between 2011-2014. The global box o�e learly predited the Chinese box o�e

to some extent, suggesting that it may be reasonable to assume that in the ounterfatuals,

deision makers may import the top 20 movies ranked by the global box o�e.

Seond, We need to make a deision what movies a theater would replae the trimmed

imported movies with. We experiment using two spei�ations. In spei�ation 1, we assume

3
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Figure 8: Log Chinese Box O�e Against Log Global Box O�e Among Imported Movies

Eah irle in the above �gure stands for an observed imported movie in our data sample between 2011-2014.

The x axis is the log of global box o�e (USD), exluding the Chinese box o�e. The y axis is the log of

the Chinese box o�e (USD). The red line is the �tted regression line.

eah inema would replae it with the worst movie in terms of movie FE in our data sample

in all time when showing a removed foreign move in any theater any week. Mathematially,

if a theater shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfatually let it show movie

minj{γj} at time t. In spei�ation 2, we replae a trimmed foreign movie at a week with

the worst movie FE in the week before. That is, if atually theater k shows movie γf at time

t, we ounterfatually let k show movieminj{γj}_st_j ∈ J(t−1) at time t. J(t−1) denotes

the set of movie available at time t − 1. Therefore, spei�ation 2 is a more onservative

approah in estimating the e�et of the quota than spe 1.

Last, we an plug into our estimated demand system and alulate what would happen

to eah movie in eah theater every week.

3.3 Regional Heterogeneity

Consumers in di�erent provines may have di�erential demand response to foreign movies,

whih will have poliy impliations if the poliy makers aims to strengthen the Chinese

ulture in partiular areas. Some hypotheses inlude, for example, regions that are poorer,

and minority dominated rural regions may also have stronger responses to global movies as

domesti movies may targeted towards urban Han people audiene.

We therefore speify a provinial �exible onsumer i's utility from onsuming movie j at
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theater k in provine p at time t is as below:

uct
ikjpt = θk + γpj + λ(t− rj) + ξkjpt + (1− σp)ǫikjpt, (4)

and the utility for outside good is

uct
i00t = −Tt −Ht + ξ′kjt + (1− σp)ǫi00t. (5)

Therefore the market share equation an be written as

log(sctkjpt)− log(sct
000t) = θk + γpj + λ(t− rj) + Tt +Ht + σplog(

sckjpt
1− sc000t

) + ξkjpt. (6)

In essene, we allow movie's average quality γpj and market expansion e�et σp to be di�erent

aross provines. The identi�ation for the provinial level regression is almost idential. The

di�erene is to identify market expansion e�et σp for di�erent provines, we interat our

instrument log of theaters in a ity with a provine dummy.

For the ounterfatual exerise, we do the same exerise as in 3.2. Foreign movies are

trimmed in the ounterfatual at a national level. The di�erene is that we de�ne a new

ounterfatual spei�ation 3, in whih we replae a trimmed foreign movie with the worst

movie in the same provine of the theater. If atually theater k in provine p shows movie

γf at time t, we ounterfatually let k show movie minj{γjp} at time t.

4 Results

4.1 Demand Estimation Results

We show our baseline demand estimation results from equation (3) in Table 4. The third

olumn is the �rst stage result. We observe a strongly explained �rst stage. The total

number of theaters in the ity is strongly negatively orrelated with the within group share as

antiipated. The seond olumn shows the main nested logit estimation using IV regression.

We estimate a weekly deay rate around −0.57, and a within-group orrelation oe�ient σ

around 0.20. Figure 9 plots the estimated movie qualities γj for both domesti and foreign

movies over the time of their releasing date. One salient observation is that the foreign movie

FE did not hange muh over time, while domesti ones were inreasing in quality sharply.
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Table 4: Results for Demand Estimation

(1) (2)

VARIABLES log(skjt)− log(s00t) log(
skjt

1−s00t
)

log(
skjt

1−s00t
) 0.200***

(0.00400)

t− rj -0.569*** -0.692***

(0.00443) (0.00558)

Inst_log(theater_ity_ount) -0.849***

(0.00432)

Observations 2,951,648 2,951,648

R2
0.820 0.762

Theater FE YES YES

Movie FE YES YES

WofY and Holiday FE YES YES

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The above tables show the results of the �rst stages and the main regression of the demand estima-

tion from equation (3). The seond olumn is the main estimation and uses log(skjt) − log(s00t) as

the LHS variable. The third olumn is the �rst stage estimation and uses log(
skjt

1−s00t
) as LHS variable.

Inst_log(theater_ity_ount) is the exluded instruments we use, whih is the log of number of total the-

aters in the ity at time t.

Figure 9: Estimated Movie FE γj Against Opening Dates

The above �gure plots the movie �xed e�ets γj estimated from the demand stage, normalized the mean at

0 and bounded between 1th and 99th perentile. Then we plotted them by types (domesti vs foreign) in

the above two �gures. The red lines are linear regression �t.
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Table 5: Comparing Key Results for Counterfatuals of Spe 1

Year 2012 2013 2014

# Atual Imported Movies in sample 25 29 26

# Cf Imported Movies in sample 18 16 17

Atual Admissions 304 495 676

Cf Admissions 295 (-3%) 465 (-6%) 651 (-4%)

Atual Domesti Admissions 172 298 383

Cf Domesti Admissions 175 (+2%) 309 (+4%) 393 (+3%)

In-Sample Atual Admissions 291 452 638

In-Sample Cf Admissions 293 (+1%) 458 (+1%) 647 (+1%)

Out-of-sample Atual Admissions 14 43 38

Out-of-sample Cf Admissions 2 7 3

This above table uses ounterfatual spe 1. When a theater shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we

ounterfatually let them show movie minj{γj} at time t. The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared to the

atual values for eah year are showed in units of millions. We only keep the best 20 movies among the 34

movies ranked by global box o�e exluding Chinese box o�e in the ounterfatuals. Sine not all top

20 movies ranked by global box o�e made to the top 100 movies in the Chinese market, our sample has

fewer than 20 every year in the ounterfatuals. In-sample represents the ommon movies between atual

and ounterfatuals. Out-of-sample atual means the removed foreign movies in our dataset. Out-of-sample

Cf means the replaed movies using worst movie FE. We treat those movies as domesti.

4.2 Counterfatual Results

Spei�ation 1 assumes that we replae removed foreign movies with the worst movie we

observe in the data set. Table 5 shows the yearly total atual values together with the oun-

terfatual results for eah year for spe 1. We would keep 18, 16, and 17 movies respetively

from 2012 to 2014 using our top-20 movie seletion riteria ranked by global box o�e. Had

the quota stayed at 20 between 2012 and 2014, our exerise indiates that the total admis-

sions would drop between -3% to -6%. When fewer good movies (foreign movies ompared

to the worst movies we use for substitution) were available, fewer onsumers would wath

any movies. This suggests a dominant market expansion e�et and inreased welfare for

onsumers when more foreign movies atually entered the market. To ompare onsump-

tion between movies, we de�ne in-sample as the ommon set of movies between atual and

ounterfatual settings. Our exerise shows that among in-sample movies, ounterfatual

admissions would inrease by 1% ompared to atual admissions, suggesting a modest sub-

stitution e�et � when more movies were available, the �new� movies enjoyed more revenue,

substituted from the existing movies. The same story applies to the domesti movie admis-

sions. More people would go to domesti movies ounterfatually when fewer foreign movies

were available. The sizes of all these e�ets though are not too big. This indiates that

foreign movies ranked 21-34 may not have too big impats in the Chinese movie market.
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Table 6 presents the detailed breakdown of revenue hanges for di�erent domesti players

in the Chinese market using the atual and ounterfatual values for spe 1. We assume that

theaters, distributors, and produers would get 52.3%, 13.1%, and 26.2% respetively for

domesti movies before tax. For foreign movies, we assume domesti theaters would get

52.3% and the domesti distributors would get 14.4%. These rules are taken from Table 1.

We observe that, in the ounterfatuals when fewer foreign movies were available, theaters

would lose -5% to -7% in revenue. This is expeted from the shrinking total demand disussed

in Table 5 and the fat that theaters gain revenue from playing either domesti or foreign

movies. For distributors, their ounterfatual result is ex-ante ambiguous. If there were

fewer foreign movies, they may gain more revenue from their domesti movies. However,

they would reeive less revenue from distributing foreign movies. In our empirial exerise,

we observe that they would lose -6% to -9% in revenue when fewer foreign movies were

available, suggesting that their loss from foreign distribution revenue would be bigger than

their gains in domesti revenue. For produers, their revenue would inrease by +2% to +5%

if there was less ompetition with foreign movies. What is more important, however, is to

look at the three domesti players as a whole. We observe a small derease in revenue under

the ounterfatuals, ranging from -4% to -5%. Sine many theaters and upstream produers

and distributors are vertially integrated like China Film Group, the domesti prodution

players ombined may indeed bene�t after more foreign movies enter the market beause of

internalization of revenue through vertial integration. Unfortunately, we annot determine

how to internalize suh gains for eah individual player beause we do not observe their

shares in any integrated entities.

We also run other spei�ations assuming di�erent ounterfatual supply strategies. In

spei�ation 2, we replae removed foreign movies with the worst movie FE of in the week

before showing the trimmed foreign movies. As we an see in Tables 7 and 8, the qualitative

results are similar as before. The e�ets are generally smaller sine we replae the trimmed

movies with less worse ones in the ounterfatuals. The exeption is atual and ounterfatual

domesti admission omparison. Sine we onsider those replaed movies as domesti in

the ounterfatual, we expet a bigger domesti revenue hange in spei�ation 2 than in

spei�ation 1.

4.3 Regional Heterogeneity

The ounterfatual results are showed in Tables 9 and 10. Qualitatively, we observe similar

stories.

What is more interesting under this exerise is to see whih region prefers foreign movies
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Table 6: Counterfatual and Atual Domesti Revenue For Spe 1

Year 2012 2013 2014

Atual Theater 887 1459 2033

Cf Theater 843 (-5%) 1356 (-7%) 1901 (-6%)

Atual Produer 245 428 557

Cf Produer 249 (+2%) 448 (+5%) 571 (+2%)

Atual Distributor 224 358 505

Cf Distributor 211 (-6%) 327 (-9%) 466 (-8%)

Atual Total 1356 2245 3095

Cf Total 1303 (-4%) 2131 (-5%) 2938 (-4%)

This above table uses ounterfatual spe 1. When a theater shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we

ounterfatually let them show movie minj{γj} at time t. The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared to the

atual values for eah year are showed in units of millions. dollars for di�erent domesti players. We assume

that theaters, distributors, and produers would get 52.3%, 13.1%, and 26.2% respetively for domesti

movies before tax. For foreign movies, we assume domesti theaters would get 52.3% and the domesti

distributors would get 14.4%. Pries for out-of-sample ounterfatuals are alulated using theater-year level

average pries.

Table 7: Comparing Key Results for Counterfatuals For Spe 2

Year 2012 2013 2014

# Atual Imported Movies in sample 25 29 26

# Cf Imported Movies in sample 18 16 17

Atual Admissions 304 495 674

Cf Admissions 297 (-2%) 473 (-4%) 660 (-2%)

Atual Domesti Admissions 172 298 383

Cf Domesti Admissions 177 (+3%) 318 (+7%) 403 (+5%)

In-Sample Atual Admissions 291 452 638

In-Sample Cf Admissions 292 (+1%) 456 (+1%) 645 (+1%)

Out-of-sample Atual Admissions 14 43 37

Out-of-sample Cf Admissions 5 17 15

This above table uses ounterfatual spe 2. If theater k shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfa-

tually let k show movie minj{γj}_st_j ∈ J(t− 1) at time t. J(t− 1) denotes the set of movie available at
time t− 1. The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared to the atual values for eah year are showed in units

of millions. We only keep the best 20 movies among the 34 movies ranked by global box o�e exluding

Chinese box o�e in the ounterfatuals. Sine not all top 20 movies ranked by global box o�e made to

the top 100 movies in the Chinese market, our sample has fewer than 20 every year in the ounterfatuals.

In-sample represents the ommon movies between atual and ounterfatuals. Out-of-sample atual means

the removed foreign movies in our dataset. Out-of-sample Cf means the replaed movies using worst movie

FE. We treat those movies as domesti.
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Table 8: Counterfatual and Atual Domesti Revenue For Spe 2

Year 2012 2013 2014

Atual Theater 887 1459 2028

Cf Theater 848 (-4%) 1380 (-5%) 1929 (-5%)

Atual Produer 245 428 557

Cf Produer 252 (+3%) 462 (+8%) 586 (+5%)

Atual Distributor 224 358 503

Cf Distributor 213 (-5%) 333 (-7%) 473 (-6%)

Atual Total 1356 2245 3088

Cf Total 1312 (-3%) 2175 (-3%) 2989 (-3%)

This above table uses ounterfatual spe 2. If theater k shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfa-

tually let k show movie minj{γj}_st_j ∈ J(t− 1) at time t. J(t− 1) denotes the set of movie available at
time t−1. The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared to the atual values for eah year are showed in units of

millions dollars for di�erent domesti players. We assume that theaters, distributors, and produers would

get 52.3%, 13.1%, and 26.2% respetively for domesti movies before tax. For foreign movies, we assume

domesti theaters would get 52.3% and the domesti distributors would get 14.4%. Pries for out-of-sample

ounterfatuals are alulated using theater-year level average pries.

Table 9: Comparing Key Results for Counterfatuals for Spe 3

Year 2012 2013 2014

# Atual Imported Movies in sample 25 29 26

# Cf Imported Movies in sample 18 16 17

Atual Admissions 304 495 676

Cf Admissions 294 (-3%) 463(-6%) 650(-4%)

Atual Domesti Admissions 172 298 383

Cf Domesti Admissions 173 (+1%) 303 (+2%) 390(+2%)

In-Sample Atual Admissions 291 452 638

In-Sample Cf Admissions 293 (+1%) 459 (+2%) 648 (+2%)

Out-of-sample Atual Admissions 14 43 38

Out-of-sample Cf Admissions 1 3 2

This above table uses provinial level demand system in equation (6) and ounterfatual spe 3. If theater

k in provine p shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfatually let k show movie minj{γjp} at

time t. The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared to the atual values for eah year are showed in units

of millions. We only keep the best 20 movies among the 34 movies ranked by global box o�e exluding

Chinese box o�e in the ounterfatuals. Sine not all top 20 movies ranked by global box o�e made to

the top 100 movies in the Chinese market, our sample has fewer than 20 every year in the ounterfatuals.

In-sample represents the ommon movies between atual and ounterfatuals. Out-of-sample atual means

the removed foreign movies in our dataset. Out-of-sample Cf means the replaed movies using worst movie

FE. We treat those movies as domesti.
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Table 10: Counterfatual and Atual Domesti Revenue for Spe 3

Year 2012 2013 2014

Atual Theater 887 1459 2033

Cf Theater 840 (-5%) 1349 (-8%) 1899 (-7%)

Atual Produer 245 428 557

Cf Produer 246 (+0%) 439 (+3%) 567 (+2%)

Atual Distributor 224 358 505

Cf Distributor 210 (-6%) 323 (-10%) 464 (-8%)

Atual Total 1356 2245 3095

Cf Total 1295 (-4%) 2111 (-6%) 2929 (-5%)

This above table uses level demand system in equation (6) and ounterfatual spe 3. If theater k in

provine p shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfatually let k show movie minj{γjp} at time t.

The ounterfatual results (Cf) ompared with the atual values for the total revenue are showed in million

dollars for di�erent domesti players. We assume using ommon industry praties, theaters, distributors,

and produers will get 52.3%, 13.1%, and 26.2% respetively for domesti movies before tax. For foreign

movies, we would assume domesti theaters still get 52.3% and the domesti distributors would get 14.4%.

Pries for out-of-sample ounterfatuals are alulated using theater-year level average pries.

more when the foreign movie quota is relaxed. We alulate the following statisti for eah

provine p:

∆F p = (F p
a − F p

c )/(F
p
c +Dp

c ), (7)

where F p
a is the atual provinial level admission for foreign movies when the quota was

relaxed, F p
c is the ounterfatual admission for foreign movies had the quota not being

relaxed, and Dp
c is the ounterfatual admissions for domesti movies. Thus, ∆F p

aptures

how muh eah provine wathes foreign movies additionally as a perentage of total movie

admissions when the quota is relaxed. If this statisti is big, it implies when there are more

foreign movies available, onsumers in that provine would prefer foreign movies more than

other onsumers. Figure 10 plots these statistis for all the provines in China. We observe

that regions mainly in the inner land suh as Tibet, Inner Mongolia that are eonomially

poorer and have more minority would substitute towards more foreign movies than other

provines. Global ities suh as Beijing and Shanghai would also wath more foreign movies.

This suggests provine-level heterogeneity and may be informative if the poliymakers have

regional preferenes on foreign movie penetration.
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Figure 10: Map of ∆F p
for Equation (7)

This above �gure uses the demand system in equation (6) and ounterfatual spe 3. If theater k in provine

p shows a trimmed movie γf at time t, we ounterfatually let k show movie minj{γjp} at time t. The above
map plots for eah provine the statisti of ∆F p

, as de�ned in equation (7).

5 Conlusion

Our paper uses a rih panel data set in the Chinese movie market and estimates a produt-

spae demand of the movie industry in China. Eonomially, we illustrate that when an

industry allows some domesti players to get rents from foreign goods sales and vertial

integration between domesti players is possible, all domesti players may bene�t as a result

of more foreign goods in the market. Empirially, in the Chinese movie market, we show that

when only 20 foreign movies were allowed to import, onsumers would go to fewer movies

in total (-3% to -5% in spe 1) and wath more domesti movies (+2% to +4%). However,

domesti supply players as whole would lose revenue (-4% to -5%). This indiates a striter

protetionism poliy may hurt both onsumers and domesti prodution players. When we

allow a provinial level demand system, we also show that inner-land China would wath

more foreign movies when more foreign movies are imported, whih indiates speial regional

onerns when designing poliies.

There are several limitations of this paper. For example, sine we do not know the exat

share between players in any integrated entity, we annot alulate how exatly a domesti

produer may bene�t from downstream revenue. We also annot show ausally, whether

inrease in total revenue of all domesti players may translate to higher produtivity in

domesti movie quality and quantity. In addition, one important fator of the debate about

ultural goods is whether invasion from foreign ountries may result in deline in domesti
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ulture. Even if we an show inreases in domesti revenue resulting from playing foreign

movies result in inrease in domesti movie quality and quantity, we may worry that whether

these domesti movies are still �domesti� ulturally. Are these movies ulturally beoming

more foreign? We annot answer this question in this paper. Indeed, any attempts to

answer this question involve a muh more di�ult yet important question � �what is domesti

ulture?�
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